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Abstract
In this thesis I will discuss ideas of place, space and repurposing as they relate to my
paintings. By tying these ideas back to specific hometown sites, I will trace the evolution
of ideas back to their genesis to provide context for the aesthetics of the work. I reference
the texts of Robert Smithson and Tim Cresswell, who wrote about transitive notions of
place, as well as David Joselit, who’s “Painting Beside Itself” essay focused on painters
concerned with the question of how painting enters a network. I hope to use these texts,
in conjunction with personal descriptions of sites in Akron, to help articulate conceptions
of the liminal or intermediary space I am after in my paintings and how they relate to
contemporary life.
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Upside-down WW1 aircraft hanging inside the former dry-house of the Quaker Oats Factory. Akron, Ohio

Akron, Ohio

I grew up as an outdoorsman and urban explorer. You can do both in Akron.
Akron, taking its name from the greek word Acropolis, is a high point amidst a
strange Ohio landscape that transitions from rocky to hilly to muddy with drastic shifts in
elevation. There are two major rivers running through the area, the Tuscarawas and
Cuyahoga River (which infamously caught fire in Cleveland), along with two canals and
the Portage Lakes. I grew up fishing these waterways.
I’d find old bottles, stone hand tools, arrowheads and tires wading the rivers and
skimming the gravel for crawfish. When the fish weren’t biting I’d walk the banks in
search of old structures, foundations, natural geological oddities and discarded quarry
remnants. In the early 1800s German immigrants helped construct a canal system that
made the landscape navigable to large boats. The canal system and local quarries birthed
downtown Akron. The waterways tell the stories of various histories simultaneously.
Akron is contained on all sides, but the interfaces are the most interesting parts.
I lived in Firestone Park, a neighborhood built for families of Firestone Rubber &
Tire employees on the south side of downtown. Akron was the “Rubber Capital of the
World” until the end of the 20th century. I could walk to the Ohio & Erie Canal Towpath,
where a short trip along the canal takes one from the Portage Lakes, past Firestone & BF
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Goodrich factories, through downtown buildings and underground. When you resurface
on the north side the canal transitions into the Little Cuyahoga river. The two major rivers
were connected by this canal. The Little Cuyahoga River was harnessed for water power
to grind oats in Ferdinand Schumacher’s original mill along the Cascade Locks.
At one point, the Cuyahoga River changes direction cutting into a 60ft sandstone
cliff and forms an oxbow. A few steps off of the river sits a massive three-pronged,
warped signal tree. The tree served as a way-finding device that marked the beginning of
the Portage Path. Before the canal system existed, Native Americans traveling via the
Cuyahoga would get off the river at this point and hike to the Tuscarawas River to
continue their trek South, as if the location was pinned at this fork in the road.

“Signal Tree,”
near the
Cuyahoga River
in Akron, Ohio.
Photo Courtesy
of Summit
MetroParks

I am interested in way-finding devices. Along the historic trails running through
Northeast Ohio, trail-markers display glyphs that abbreviate the landscape into symbols
that imply directional or elevation shifts and reference nearby landmarks. With a natural
backdrop, the rectangular signage is a strong anomaly. They serve as provisional markers
of place. They mark a spot in the present, a stop between where we were and where we
are headed. They set parameters and give meaning to the journey through space.

Trail Marker
near the
Overlook,
Cascade
Valley, Akron,
Ohio.
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The canal system became obsolete with the construction of railroads that boasted
a more direct path from point A to B, further detached from the terrain. The highest
railroad trestle of its time ran over the Cuyahoga River in the late 1800s, which used to
bring tourists to the most visited park in the United States, High Bridge Glens and Cave
Park. The park was home to a dance hall and amusement park with arguably the first
Roller Coaster in the United States.1
Just north of Cascade Valley, on the border between Akron and Cuyahoga Falls, is
the Cuyahoga River Gorge, where the scenic waterfalls the city of Cuyahoga Falls was
named after sit submerged behind a massive dam from 1912. The infamous dam is like a
piece of brutalist architecture. The dam is now scheduled to be demolished over 50 years
after the 1969 Cuyahoga River Fire.
After a fire burned a large portion of Ferdinand Schumacher’s Oat mill, a few
local cereal companies merged under the name Quaker Oats & Cereal Company. The
company was headquartered and running in downtown Akron until the late 1960s when it
sat abandoned for almost a decade. The massive tower that once weighed and sorted grain
now sits topped with with a white cube and massive red “Q” on each side. It’s an

Interface,
(2016)
Installation
Shot at Quaker
Oats Complex,
Akron, Ohio
1

Mary L. McClure, High Bridge Glens of Cuyahoga Falls (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Pub., 2012).
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anomaly punctuating the downtown skyline, reminiscent of the pinned location icon in a
satellite mapping system.

Gorge Dam,
Constructed in 1912,
Cuyahoga Falls and
Akron, Ohio. Photo
Courtesy of Cuyahoga
Falls Historic Society

Place

In 2016, as part of a cross disciplinary creative place-making seminar that sought to
improve relations between the University of Akron and downtown public, I was given
permission to install paintings within the buildings of the former Quaker Oats Factory.
The former mills and grain silos were converted into a hotel, mall and dining complex in
the early 70’s, all of which had closed within the last decade. My proposal to reuse the
historical complex as an art-space deployed painting as a way to spearhead practical
conversations about the physical and socio-political fabric of the city.
Old factory buildings in downtown, along with the accompanying old
advertisements and mechanical fragments presented themselves like Brutalist structures,
pop art and minimalism. Many of the interventions along the waterways of Northeast
Ohio are reminiscent of those Smithson described in Passaic. Akron is small, so there is
really no un-trekked ground, but it changes so fast that it feels that way. I felt like people
moved on too quickly in search of something new. A lot of the interesting places in
Northeast Ohio are repurposed, like the Quaker Oats or BF Goodrich complexes. Those
sites give Akron a unique sense of place. The disparate aesthetic histories of my
hometown appear at the genesis of my studio investigations. My work can often appear
period specific but I don’t want to go back, I like that I’m able to sample history and use
it in a semiotic way, like quotations. Akron was where I first started to discover the
complex relationship between landscape, architecture, and aesthetics.
Yi Fu Tuan, Chinese geographer and pioneer of humanistic geography wrote that,
“If we think of space as that which allows movement, then place is pause.” 2 It is that
pause that allows for location to be transformed into place. According to human
2

Tim Cresswell, Place: A Short Introduction (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2010).
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geographer and author Tim Cresswell, “Space, then, has been seen in distinction to place
as a realm without meaning- as a ‘fact of life’ which, like time, produces the basic
coordinates for human life. When humans invest meaning in a portion of space and then
become attached to it in some way, it becomes a place.”3 He goes on to say, “But place is
also a way of seeing, knowing and understanding the world. When we look at the world
as a world of places we see different things. We see attachments and connections between
people and place. We see worlds of meaning and experience.”4 Place is how we make the
world meaningful and the way we experience the world. I like the way Cresswell presents
the contradictions inherent in the genealogy of the word “place,” which refers to both a
thing (an observed object) and a way of looking.

Veer, (2019)

In-between
Trying to meet all of the demands of this day and age are impossible. Contradictions arise
whilst maneuvering through obstacles and obstructions in the name of progress. Speed is
a given in the contemporary.
Veer is a 90x70in painting where images of slightly diagonal grids are staggered
and combined. The translucent complimentary, red and green traffic colors are stained
into raw canvas creating a vibrating moire. Both images include the same line drawing
but are offset vertically, with one touching the top and one touching the bottom of the
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rectangle. A contour line drawing of left and right facing triangles are drawn back to
back, forming a diamond with a seam down the middle.
The triangular forms in Veer remind us of forward and backward arrows that have
become familiar through signage, navigation symbols or buttons on our electronic
devices. The offsetting of the two drawings forms a box, outlining a small section of
visual space within the aggressive moire. The drawing and overlapping lines suggest one
and two point perspective, and possibly a reflection. An image of a fast forward symbol is
subtly perceptible from a distance from the thinner and steeper diagonal linework that
cuts through the grid. The layering of different grids creates four-sided shapes that allude
to planes in perspectival space along numerous horizon lines. I was thinking about a
moment of decision, as a pause before a move left or right, forward or backward; an
abrupt stop or the beginning of an acceleration.
Painting heightens our visual awareness amidst the bombardment of images we
consume daily, prompting a slower, more investigative experience of looking. In person,
great paintings nudge a psychic shift. Paintings can be deceptive or matter of fact and the
most interesting paintings are both.
As much as painter’s hate the thought, the ghosts of most all paintings will
inevitably enter the endless feeds of the internet. The patterns in a lot of my paintings and
prints seem to gain intensity and glitch on the screen when reduced in size. The separate
life these material objects take on as JPEGs is one we can either chose to reject or
embrace. I often think about how someone would view these paintings amidst a quick
swipe of the thumb online, and how to assert something into that current.
Feed is a large 2 piece painting that deals with the idea of painting entering a
network via an internet feed. In the painting, a central red diamond is split into 2 triangles
as it traverses the seam of two slightly offset stacked 4.75x6ft canvases. The image
becomes a reference to high minimalism and advertising, a location pointer, and a pair of
up and down arrows. The top and bottom canvas feature the same exact vertical moire
pattern. That pattern is then flipped 90 degrees and enters a vertical/horizontal procession
that travels from top to bottom. Areas where the rectangle gets cut off at the top continue
at the bottom and vice versa, entering a never ending feed. The dense layering of fluid
ink/acrylic forms a complex visual weaving from the translucent layers, appearing
smooth from a distance. The most heavily layered areas begin to bleed as the surface
loses absorbency, and organic chance textures emerge from the gridded patterns.
Martin Kippenberger claimed that the most important problem addressed on
canvas since Warhol is the question of, “how painting enters a network?” This is the
hotbed topic David Joselit’s essay “Painting Beside Itself,” that discussed the work of
artists like R.H. Quaytman, Judda Koether, Wade Guyton & Stephen Prina. Each artist
makes work that visualizes these networks. In Joselit’s words, the paintings in the essay
“remind us of the enormity of the procedures of abstraction that also characterize the
digital network’s translation of cultural artifacts into code. Transitivity is a form of
translation: when it enters into networks, the body of painting is submitted to infinite
dislocations, fragmentations, and degradations.”5 The majority of the work in the show
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David Joselit, "Painting Beside Itself," MIT Press Journals, October 28, 2009, , accessed April 21, 2019,
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/10.1162/octo.2009.130.1.125.
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hides any hints at process or evidence of any revision. I’m interested in how materiality
can come back into the equation post-media.

Feed, (2019)

Some of my recent paintings collage signage and media icons into pixelated
fossils. The mesh matrix is a mediator between the paint and ground. Paint becomes
solidified in the act of passing through the mesh grid. The grid that persists through most
of the work serves as an infrastructure that can insulate, protect or obfuscate. I’m
interested in experiences of simultaneous space. The grid hints at the infiniteness of
virtual space and reminds us of flatness of the surface at once. It can be an armature,
interface, scaffolding, etc. There is a constant pulling apart and putting back together
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happening in my studio. My paintings project a sense of liminal space. They function as
both objects and ways of seeing.
I’m drawn to thresholds of space and time and the idea of the liminal, or inbetween. Ohio is a central traffic corridor within the United States; a point at which major
travel diverts east and west. My work explores the overlap between way finding devices
and signage in real space and the media symbols that guide of we navigate space and time
virtually. How does this crossover affect our understanding of place? The spaces I
navigate daily are real and virtual, mental and physical, direct and removed. I think of
paintings as ways to visualize a sense of place between these different worlds. I don’t like
to think of paintings as statements, I would like my paintings to be like the moments
between comments; when one thinks, and makes connections.
Here, another 90x70in painting originally displayed alongside Veer on a wall with
glossy horizontal stripes of overprint varnish. The subtle wall pattern alludes to a
crosswalk and progress-bars like those we see when something is loading online. Here
was made by pushing loads of oil paint through an elaborate stencil of a warehouse space
with a large central image of a location pointer. The placement of the hollowed location
pointer makes the image shift from an aerial to a picture space. X’s function as both
place-markers and architecture. Symbols and signage are hidden within the impasto. The
making process consisted of building up the negative space of the image and carving
away positive forms. There is a fossilization of positive shapes and a foregrounding of
the space between them. Even the thinnest areas of the painting are textured with a
pixelated braille left from the mesh screen.
Conclusion
A lot has changed in the over 50 years since Smithson’s trip through Passaic, New Jersey,
though his essay stands the test of time give or take a few words. He uses the example of
black and white sand to prove the gradual decline into disorder that is inevitable through
entropy. Smithson finishes his essay saying, “Of course, if we filmed such an experiment
we could prove the reversibility of eternity by showing the film backwards, but then
sooner or later the film itself would crumble or get lost and enter the state of
irreversibility. Somehow this suggests that the cinema offers an illusive or temporary
escape from physical dissolution. The false immortality of the film gives the viewer an
illusion of control over eternity…”6
Digital technology promises permanence today and delivers it in a compressed,
superficial manner. Nowadays Smithson would be scrolling Instagram during his Lyft
ride to Passaic. His ride, the newspaper and his camera would all be possible courtesy of
a smart phone, for better or worse. In many ways, the web and wireless technology can
allow us the illusion of breaking the rules of time and space. We can be two places at
once with video chat tools like Skype, or go back in time by accessing archives via the
web. What does that say about place? The architecture of the web and city plan are both
6

Robert Smithson, "The Monuments of Passaic," Artforum International, December 01, 1967, accessed
April 22, 2019, https://www.artforum.com/print/196710/the-monuments-of-passaic-36680.
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shaped by traffic strategies, and have both become problematic. This puts to question our
generally accepted notions of progress in the present. Akron’s history, much like Passaic,
may suggest that faster is not always better. Issues of time and space persist at the core of
contemporary discourse even in the digital world.
I’d like to finish up with quotes from both Robert Smithson and Tim Cresswell
beginning with a passage from Smithton’s Monuments of Passaic.
“Between the actual site in the Pine Barrens and The Non-Site itself exists a space
of metaphoric significance. It could be that "travel" in this space is a vast metaphor.
Everything between the two sites could become physical metaphorical material devoid of
natural meanings and realistic assumptions. Let us say that one goes on a fictitious trip if
one decides to go to the site of the Non-Site. The "trip" becomes invented, devised,
artificial; therefore, one might call it a non-trip to a site from a Non-site. Once one arrives
at the "airfield", one discovers that it is man-made in the shape of a hexagon, and that I
mapped this site in terms of esthetic boundaries rather than political or economic
boundaries”7
40 years later, Cresswell writes about the idea of a non-place created by
technological advancements in travel and social networking.
“The relationship between place and mobility is also marked by disagreements
between those who see mobility and process as antagonistic to place and those who think
of place as created by both internal and external mobilities and processes. At the extreme
there are those who argue that such are the processes of mobility and communication in
the modern world that place is becoming insignificant in a world of placelessness and
non-place. It seems likely that these debates will continue and veer off in new
directions.”8
Smithson and Cresswell both articulate transitive notions of place; an in-between
space. The intermediary space between here and there, physically, virtually and
metaphorically is a prime subject of the contemporary painter. The painted space helps
visualize the crossover. Painting has always been based on contradictions. I like think of
my works as “between-sites” or “between-places,” a liminal space where the residues of
time become material and the dimensionality of space becomes compressed. Paintings
propose a set to examine these complexities of spatial and temporal perception that come
with the mediated contemporary experience.

7

Robert Smithson, "A Provisional Theory of Non-Sites," Selected Writings by Robert Smithson, 1968, ,
accessed April 22, 2019, https://www.robertsmithson.com/essays/provisional.htm.
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